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In this video

1. Introducing Mayan Agent Focus (AF)

2. My account based on “anti-locality” (Erlewine 2014, 2016) and 
counterarguments to it in Henderson & Coon 2018

3. Regularities in complex constructions
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Agent Focus and ergativity

 “Agent Focus” (AF) is a change in verbal morphology triggered by A’-
movement (wh-movement, relativization, focus fronting, existential 
constructions) of the transitive subject, in some Mayan languages.

• A form of “syntactic ergativity”

• There is much more to know about Agent Focus; see especially Stiebels
2006, Coon, Baier & Levin 2021, and citations there.
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Transitive object wh-question: Transitive subject wh-question:



Agent Focus and anti-locality

 What is Agent Focus a response to? Why does the grammar specifically 
distinguish transitive subjects from other arguments?

Erlewine 2014, 2016:

 AF reflects a strategy to avoid A’-movement that would be “too close”

• A’-movement from one specifier to the specifier of the next 
projection up is not possible (Spec-to-Spec Anti-Locality); 
subsequently further motivated in a range of work.*

• Transitive subjects are high (in Spec,TP) unlike other arguments.

4* Bošković 2016, Deal 2019, Erlewine 2020, Branan 2023, among others



Agent Focus and anti-locality

 What is Agent Focus a response to? Why does the grammar specifically 
distinguish transitive subjects from other arguments?

Erlewine 2014, 2016:

 AF reflects a strategy to avoid A’-movement that would be “too close”

• Transitive subjects can A’-move across a regular (non-AF) transitive verb, 
as long as it crosses additional material:

• Intervening adverbs
• Multiple extraction constructions
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Evidence from adverbs

Erlewine 2016: 

Coon & Henderson’s reply:

 These non-AF examples involve a resumptive pronoun, not movement.
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Achike
who

kan
truly

qitzij
truth

x-Ø-u-tijTV
CPL-ABS3S-ERG3S-eat

ri
the

wäy?
tortilla

‘Who truly ate the tortilla?’



Evidence from multiple extraction

 In multiple extraction constructions, “object – subject – V …” order 
triggers AF, but “subject – object – V …” does not!
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Evidence from multiple extraction

 In multiple extraction constructions, “object – subject – V …” order 
triggers AF, but “subject – object – V …” does not!
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Evidence from multiple extraction

Henderson & Coon (2018) only briefly discuss such evidence, suggesting at 
least in some cases that the higher (leftmost) nominal did not actually move.

 But I had shown in Erlewine 2016 (p. 444) that higher nominals in 
multiple extraction constructions are derived via A’-movement: the 
higher nominal and its gap can cross clauses but is island-sensitive.
H&C do not acknowledge nor counter my evidence from islands.
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what I call “multiple 
extraction” examples

…



Regularities in complex constructions

 I observed (perhaps surprising) regularity in the behavior of complex 
grammatical configurations — multiple extraction constructions — that 
help us distinguish between different descriptions of Agent Focus.

In this case… (assuming the validity of my evidence from island-sensitivity 
and thus my conclusion that these are multiple extraction constructions...)

 AF is not one-to-one with transitive subject A’-movement: there are 
also cases of transitive subject A’-movement without AF, specifically if 
the movement is longer.

• Erlewine 2018: The behavior of multiple extractions constructions 
similarly provides the crucial evidence for understanding the behavior of 
an extraction asymmetry in Toba Batak (Austronesian; Sumatra).
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Matyox!
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